APOSTATE
Church
NGO
Charities' CEOs make MAJOR
MONEY while aiding Obama IN
ILLEGAL BORDER CRISIS
Did you know that your TAX dollars are being used by “Faith
based organizations,” aka APOSTATE CHURCH NGO CHARITIES, to
carry out Obama’s illegal alien border crisis? AND did you
know that the CEO of said company is pulling in $477, 000?
Wait til you find out how much this “Baptist” organization was
paid by US! Baptists aren’t alone…CCHD (Catholic Charity for
Human Development) is knee deep in nefarious activity as well.
Can you say GEORGE SOROS? I knew you could…

Baptist Child and Family Services, along with Baptist
Child and Family Services-Emergency Management
Division, are the recipients of the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS), and the Dept. of Health and
Human Services (HHS), grant money.

How much money you might ask? Well, lets just say a single
grant this month was for $190,707,505.00

Phony federally funded
religious NGO’s coordinates
and funds Illegal crisis.

Watch: This Sinister Plot Could Be Obama’s Chance To
Finally Overthrow The United States

Has America’s eyes been “Wide
Shut”
What is U.N. long term goals, objective and “End State”?

Lucis Trust “THE NEW GROUP OF WORLD SERVERS

The
New
Group
of
World
Servers
http://www.lucistrust.org/en/service_activities/wo
rld_goodwill/key_concepts/the_new_group_of_world_s
ervers__1
If you didn’t realize it already, Obama and members of Elite
Oligarchy are seizing this opportunity to dismantle America,

the nation who received Divine Providence. Makes the rest of
the Luciferian Plan go according to script. Where there is a
spiritual vacuum, evil will fill the void.
BAPTIST CHILD & FAMILY SERVICES (BCFS) is a GLOBAL ENTITY
BCFS is a global system of health and human services nonprofit organizations with locations and programs throughout
the U.S. as well as Eastern Europe, Latin America, Southeast
Asia, and Africa.
Using the word “Baptist” in the Government organization title
doesn’t make it a Church.
Update on BCFS: Recall
that Baptist Child and Family Services was behind the Federal
Government deal for $50M to buy a resort hotel for illegals as
The Gateway Pundit reported here and here. Gateway Pundit
reports

Todd Starnes reports Medical
Staff
Warned:
Keep
Your
Mouths Shut About Illegal
Immigrants or Face Arrest
Another example of Obama purposefully importing illegals to
flood this country with future Democratic voters AND those who
“may” wish to wage jihad on America when called upon to do so.
They do have at least 35 CONFIRMED training sites here in
America already, but has any action EVER been taken to arrest
those who use them? NO!

C O R P O R A T O C R A C Y

20 Years of NAFTA “Sucking Sound” as Ross Perot so eloquently
put it…It’s not only your wealth and your children’s future at
stake, but the Constitution and our nation’s sovereignty.
United Nations is banging at the door to come “help” us with
our Obama created illegal alien border crisis. That is why
former President Bush called Clinton “Da Man.” Elite Oligarchy
support EACH OTHER, not us “human chattel.”

Link

Video

Ah, what a better world the Free Traders built. With

the rush to the bottom, the commemoration of the NAFTA 20th
anniversary is a most hollow celebration. Those who have a
memory of an actual economic prosperity, lament that H. Ross
Perot’s warnings were ignored. Business literates urged the
public to elect Perot as President. Establishment corporatist
interests and corruptacrat officials joined forces to write a
blueprint for economic consolidation and political futility.
The fruits of this endeavor only satisfy the appetites of the
select cabal of manipulation.
NONE OF THIS WOULD BE POSSIBLE WITHOUT CLINTON ADMINISTRATIONS
, NAFTA ACT , CARLYE GROUP AND GLOBALIZATION DEREGULATING WALL
STREET. Banking registrations wasn’t only thing Bill Clinton
deregulated.
“Globalization is not something we can hold off or turn off .
. . it is the economic equivalent of a force of nature — like
wind or water.” Bill Clinton
October 30, 2001 GHENT, Belgium –– “Global trade can help win
the war against terrorism if the West spreads the wealth it
generates more equitably”, former President Clinton selling
alliances at Belgium conference. “Not everyone who’s angry is
angry at the civilized world and wants to destroy it,” Clinton
said. “A lot are angry because they can’t be a part of it.”

The Global Corporatocracy Is Nearing Completion
Right now, the representatives of many of these firms are
engaged in late-stage negotiations with the U.S. and
European political leaders that would make it financially
calamitous for a nation-state to take any actions against the
interest of corporations. If passed — and at this rate, it

almost certainly will be — it will be the biggest bilateral
trade deal in the history of mankind.

GLOBAL ELITE “SOUTH AMERICAN” NGO’S SNAPPED TO OBAMAS
AID DICTATING U.N POLICY ON IMMIGRATION

Is it ORCHESTRATED?
(Global) Local nonprofit BCFS gets $21.5 million federal grant
BCFS TOTAL PAYROLL THIRTY THREE MILLION.
Is it really “charity” when the federal government is using
the IRS to collect the “offering”?

EXCLUSIVE: HHS Bankrolled
Catholic and Baptist Church
from 2010 to 2013 to Prepare
for Obama’s 2014 Invasion!
The breaking news you’re about to read is ten times bigger,
because the following proves the Obama administration was
bankrolling America’s churches back in 2010. And the tens of
millions were flowing in to prepare for the invasion currently
underway. The following is a small taste of what’s out there
in grant records. This is just the tip of the iceberg, folks…

FEDERAL AND SOROS FUNDED CCHD
CONTRACTORS USED TO CHANNEL

ILLEGAL CHILDREN TO TENNESSEE
You want to talk about
Conspiracy? Read it

a

VAST

WIDESPREAD

Between Dec 2010 and Nov 2013, the Catholic Charities Diocese
of Galveston received $15,549,078 in federal grants from
Health & Human Services for “Unaccompanied Alien Children
Project” with a program description of “Refugee and Entry
Assistance.”
Last year, the Catholic Charities Diocese of Fort Worth
received $350,000 from Department of Homeland Security for
“citizenship and education training” with a program
description of “citizenship and immigration services.”
Between September 2010 and September 2013, the Catholic
Charities of Dallas received $823,658 from the Department of
Homeland Security for “Citizenship Education Training” for
“refugee and entrant assistance.”
From Dec 2012 to January 2014, Baptist Child & Family Services
received $62,111,126 in federal grants from Health & Human
Services for “Unaccompanied Alien Children Program.” pdf here
Dec 7, 2009 Baptist Child and Family Services (BCFS) has been
awarded a $21.5 million contract through the Office of Refugee
Resettlement, located within the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services, to expand its International Children’s
Services program in San Antonio and into northern California.
Baptist Child and Family Services: An Entity in Bed with the
Obama Regime
May God have MERCY on America!

